OF JOHN AUBREY
enlightenment that many people must have come, like Robert Boyle,
to " apprehend more from the physician than the disease."
The majority of even the most eminent practitioners were still
amateurs, like Fish, M.D., or so called, who practised'Physick andAstrologie*
and had a good practise in both, in Convent Garden "London, and each jealously
guarded the secrets of his cures from his rivals, so that no advance
in the science was possible. And perhaps they were wise to conceal
their methods after all, for William Harvey sadly confessed to Aubrey
that after his Boo&e of the Circulation of the mood came-out, he fell mightily
in his 'Practice, and 'twas beleeved by the vulgar that he was crack-brained.
In each generation, therefore, the doctors started from scratch
again and, pursuing their own strange remedies, dealt death indis-
criminately until they stumbled by chance on a treatment that did
less harm than good, and then they concealed the secret until they
were able to take it with them to the grave, unless they had previously
managed to sell it for a good profit, like that " kinswoman of Sir A,
King's which," Robert Hooke noted in his Diary, " had a certain cure
for a Leprosy or Scaled head. Shee had £100 per annum of St.
Bartholomews hospitall to which she promised to Leave the Receipt."
Very few men were so scientific as Dr. Jacquinto, Physician to
Queen Anne, James I's consort, who went into the Marshes of Essex,
where they putt their sheep to cure them of the TLott, where he lived
sometime purposely, to goe after the sheep* and observe what plants they did
eat: and of those Herbes he made his Medicine for the Consumption, which
did great Cures. The great majority still depended largely on magic
for their treatments, and dreams and prayers were considered far more
valuable than any research. Dr. Napier, for instance, who was no
Doctor, but a divine (rector Lindfordiensis) and practised Physick, when a
Patient, or Quaerent came to him, presently went to his Closet to Pray :
It appears by his Papers, says Aubrey, that he did converse with the Angel
Raphael, who told him if the Patient were curable or incurable ; and the
popularity of this treatment is proved by the fact that his Knees were
horny with frequent Praying.
That visionary prescriptions were not always to be relied on,
however, is shown by a gentlewoman of Aubrey's acquaintance,
who had a beloved Daughter, who had been a long time III, and received no
benefit from her Physitians. She dream* d that a Friend of hers deceased, told
her, that if she gave her Daughter a Drench of Yewgh pounded, she would
recover. She gave her the Drench and it killed her, whereupon she grew almost
distracted. Her Chamber Maid to Complement her, and to mitigate her
Grief, said surely that could not Kill her ; she would adventure to take the
same her self; she did so and died also. This was about the Year 1670 or
1671, Aubrey concludes, I knew the Family. Sometimes, though,
this indiscriminate dosing did bear unexpected fruit for medical science:"
A. woman (I thinke in Italy] endeavoured to poyson her Husband (who was a
Dropsicall Man) by boyling a Toade in his Potage ; which cured him : and
this was the occasion of finding out the Medicine. Not altogether unex-
pectedly all the same, for the therapeutic value of frogs had long been
known and Aubrey himself has noted down a proven remedy To cure
the Thrush. Take a living Frog, he says, and hold it in a Cloth, that it
does not go down into the Childs Mouth ; and putt the Head into the Childs
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